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THEdesign of the temporary work to be used in the erection of
an iron bridge is hardly less important than the design of any
permanent part of the structure. The erection may cost as much
as the ironwork itself, and theprojected work may be found almost
impracticable, unless the bridge has been designed with due regard
to facility of erection underall the existing
conditions as to transit,
climate,labour
and superintendence. The meanswhereby the
erection is to be carried out must therefore be
considered along
withthedesign of thestructureitself,andas
a part of such
design. Sometimes saving of time in the erection of the work on
site will override every other consideration.
Generally, i n Great Britain and in other countriesof temperate
climate, a delay of a few weeks in the building of a new bridge
may not be of paramount importance ; but in the case of foreign
work, and especially i n tropicalorsub-tropicalcountries,
the
question of speed in erection is frequently of the greatest moment.
Rivers that can be walked acrossdry-shodone day are roaring
torrentsthedayafter,
capableperhaps of washingaway any
structure that may be in their path. Tbis has been experienced
frequently i n India, where i n 24 hours a flood has arisen capable
of carrying away both temporary staging and any
girder-work
that is being erected upon it. The Euilenberg Bridge,* of which
thecentral cluster of piles was washed away in a flood, affords an
example. Another is the case of the Hamm railway-bridge near
Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. liv. pp. 187 and 237.
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Diisseldorf in Rhenish Prussia, where,during thecourse of erection
in 1869, one of the timber piers supporting the bridgewas brought
down by a drifting vessel, and with it the whole of the 340-foot
span of the bridge.
Again, it may happen in some situations that, apart from the
new work, there will be no means for the conveyance of material
from one side to the other. I n fact, all the steps necessary to the
progressive erection of the work should be fully considered beforehand, so as to leave the least possible chance for anything to arise
in the natureof the unforeseen,
As a general rule i t may be said that all kinds of bridges can be
so arranged that theerection can be completed without staging or
auxiliary girders of any kind ; but the particular conditions of
each case must determine whether stagingshould be employed.
I n erecting a bridge in a foreign country it may not always
be possible todeterminethe
best system of erection until the
engineerarrives on the spot. He mayhave expected to find,
in the country in which the bridge
is to be built, many things
that are notthere.
In mostsemi-civilized countries wages are
much lower than in civilized countries, so that in such places a
large amount of labour ma.y besecuredverycheaply.
I n some
countries timber is abundant, and it may be econonlical to make
a free use of this material.
It is importantthatalljointsthatareto
bemade on site
in bridges to beerectedabroadshouldbecarefully
designed.
If the joining pieces consist of light long bars the probability is
that they will be damaged i n transit, and there
maybe great.
trouble i n replacing them.
Whengirdersarebuiltwith
Americanpin-connections the
process of erection is much less costly and more expeditious than
when all the joints are
riveted.
Different systemsof erection mayin some cases be advantageously
combined. For instance, i t may be well to half roll and half float
a girder into its place; but
when the girder is carried partly on
the water and partly
on the land, it will benecessary to have
quieterwaterandgreater
expedition than if either of these
systems was adopted alone.
In regard to the selectionof the best method, Mr. T. Seyrig says 1
that the aimsshould be-first, safety; second, cheapness;third,
rapidity: and that while
special circumstancesmay change the order
of these aims and their value, such cases are exceptional. He adds
Minntee of Proceedings Inet. C.E.,vol. Ixiii. p. 151.
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thatthe best modeof
erection would result from thehappy
combination of all three, including if possible a fourth, namely,
elegance of method.
The following classes of bridges and methods of erection may
be considered :-

IA.Girder bridges erected on scaffolding.

,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,

by floating out.
,, pushing over sideways.
ID.
9,
Y,
,, lifting bodily.
IE.
3,
,,
,, protrusion of temporary
staging.
IIA. Continuous girder bridges erected by rolling out.
IIB.
9,
I9
,, ,, various means.
111. Cantilever bridges erected by building out.
IV. Metal arches erected by building out.
V. Special methods of erection.
IB.

Y,

Ic.

9,

IA. GIRDERSERECTED
ON STAGING.
The first cast-iron bridges, being copies of earlier stone arches,
were made of voussoirs, and were erected on a scaffolding in the
same way as the stonearcheshad been built. New methods o f
erection were introduced when
wrought iron was first employe&
i n bridge constrnction about the year 1850. The engineers who.
builtthe first greattubulargirders
erected themwithoutany
staging or scaffolding. In many cases,however, it is both more
economical and more expeditious to make use of staging.
One great advantage in the use of staging is to befound in
the facility with which the permanent
work can be carried on after
the staging is erected. The men are much less liable to accidents,
and the wholework
of constructioncanbe
more effectively
inspected and more correctly adjusted. There is also the further
advantage that no part of the permanent structure is overstrained
during erection. Practically no stress is imposed on any of the
bars until the whole structure is completed and the temporary
staging removed, which cannot be the case with any other method
of erection. No matterwhetherthegirdersare
rolled over,
floated out, or built up on site, there is always the possibility that
Some of the parts may he stressed or strained in a manner that
was not intended in the original design; and, where riveting up
is done on site, it is never certain that all parts are taking their
proper and intended share of the work in the complete structure.
Stagings for the erection of iron bridges are, generally speaking,
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of two kinds; one in which the supports, or trestles, are placed a t
equal or convenientintervals in the
span, without any consideration
being given to thepossible traffic underneath the bridge; and the
other in which the supports are plaoed in clustered groups, with
larger spans or intervals
betweenthem, an arrangement which
permits the free passage of traffic beneath the structure andalso in
some cases the passage of drifting ice.
The first arrangement has the advantage
on the score of simplicity, for many similar pieces can be used
and there will be a
saving in the labour cost. When the bridge consists of several
spans, the interferenceto the traffic can often be obviated byputting
up the staging inonly one span at a time and removing i t before
proceeding withthenextspan.Generally,
however, staging
with equally spaced supports requires more timber than does the
type with the clustered supports, although the latter necessitates
the use of special trusses, or centering,
for spanning the larger
openings between the supports.
Wood is the materialgenerally used for the construction of
thesestagings, but in some specialcircumstancesiron
girders
of atemporarycharacterhave
beenused.
Among the most
interesting examples of the use of greattimberstages
the
following may be cited :The AllgyoBridge,
carrying asingleline
of railwayover
the River Theiss i n Hungary.’
The Euilenberg Bridge over the river Lek inHolland.a
The Bommel Bridge across the WaaL3
The Empress Bridge over the Sutlej, erected in 1877.4
I n the last-named example each bay of the piling was crossbraced underwaterwithchainsand
screw-couplings. A cross
section of the temporary stage is given
in Fig. 1, Plate 7, from
which it will be seen that the staging had four lines
of posts,
the two inner lines of posts being directly underneath the girders
and fixed 18 feet apart between centres, end the two outer rows
being fixed underneath the travelling- crane rails and
36 feet apart
from centre to centre.
The stages in two of the spans, one in 56 feet and the other
in 43 feet depth of water, took 3 weeks to erect. The piles in
these cases were 65 feet to 75 feet i n length, and were protected
I

Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. lxiii. p. 153.
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at the bottom with cubical blocks, strung on the piles in much
on a string.Thesecubical
thesamewayasbeadsarestrung
blocks were placed in position by means of ropes passed through
holes placed centrally in the cubes. The posts of the staging were
arranged, in the longitudinal direction, so that they would come
vertically under the camber-blocks upon which the girders were
erected, and at either side of each joint in the booms. By this
means the span was divided into nine spans of about 16 feet, and
ten trestles about 9 feet square, each of which was constructed of
four posts. About 10,000 cubic feet of timber was used in each
stage. The stages were made so that they could be removed, and
the removal a t first occupied 10 days ; but in someof the later
spansthemovingand
refixing of thestage occupied only 7
days,from the completion of the ironwork of one span to the
beginning of the ironwork of another. The platform on the stage
was also effectively stiffened during the work, so as to meet any
horizontal cross stresses thatmight occur. The fourhorizontal
beams were wedged at their ends against thepiers, and the whole
floor was converted into a stiff horizontal girder, 250 feet long
and 36 feet wide, by the use of diagonal bracing from end to end,
rails being used for such bracing (Fig. 2, Plate 7). Four Wellington cranes, having a clear height of 36 feet and an equal clear
width, worked fiom
end
to end upon this
platform.
The
width was fixed at 36 feet in order that a trolley of &foot 6-inch
gauge could pass alongsidethegirderandwithinthe
legs of
the crane.
The weight of one complete span was about 600 tons, including
the rails and sleepers erected for use as the riveter’s scaffolding.
In the earlier stages of the work the erection of this mass of ironwork, etc., occupied about 18 days, but towards the end
it was
donewith one cranealoneinabout
7 days. Whentwocranes
were used thecorrespondingtimeswere
12 and 33 days. The
riveting upof the ironworkwas begun assoon as the different parts
of the bottom flange were in position, and it was found that the
complete riveting up of one span occupied 10 to 12 days in the
early stages of the work, but towards the end 4 to 5 days were
found to be sufficient.
As this example may be taken as indicative of the methods by
which many bridges have been erected in India, a few particulars
with regardto the mannerof the erection of the permanent structure
may be of interest. The ironwork arrived on the ground loaded in
wagons and in indifferent order. Several parts of various spans
usually arrived a t one time, and the first thing to do was to separate
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the material intoits different spans. For this purpose, four distinct
platforms were prepared for unloading, and greased rails were laid
upon these platforms, which were made with an easy fall from the
wagons arriving with the materials to the wagons on which the
several parts were taken away, and upwards to the erection stage.
Different sections of the platforms \\-ere set apart for the various
members of the girders, one part for bottom flanges, another for
posts, a third for ties, others for cross girders, etc. As soon as the
various parts had been unloaded in this way and skidded to their
respective places, they wereloaded into trolleys and upona shunting
loop which had been provided for the purpose ; the trolleys being
shunted into their respective positions for taking to the erection
stage. The time taken for the unloading of a train of ironwork
was not more than G hours, and the erection on the stage usually
began within 24 hours of the arrival of the completing portionsof
thestructure.Considerabletroublewasexperiencedwiththe
riveting of the
girder-work.
Workmen were
collected
with
difficulty, and even the best men did not show themselves quite
equaltotheknocking
down of a I-inchrivet.Thewaste
of
rivets was about 50 percent. ; the best gangs did not average
more than thirty rivets per day, and the wages paid were about
double the amount paid i n England. About 35,000 rivets had to
be put in for each span on the site.
The cost of freight and carriage to India amounted to about
S6 15s. per ton; the staging came to about S1 12s. 6d. per ton,
and the other charges for unloading and completion were about
S5 7s. per ton.
The leading dimensionsof the four examplesof staging referred
to on p. 216 are given in the following Table:EXAXPLES
OF TIIIBEBSTAGIXG.

1

Bridge.
Allgyo.

1

Kuilenberg.

I

Empress.
----

Bommel.

393 feet

..

1
~

":,feet

..
..
. . .
98 feet 1 16 feet
. . . .
.. i 81,000 cu. ft. 51,200 cu. ft. !lO,OOO cu. ft.
Weight of iron s u p .. I 2,150.tons 800 tons 419 tons
structure . . . .
Timberwork per ton of do. I
.. i 372 cu. ft. 64 cu. ft. 24 cu. ft.
stage.

Greatest width of
(c. to C.)

1

I
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Reference may alsobe made toother fine examples, suchas
the following :The Ohio Bridge of 515 feet span a t Cincinnati, for which the
staging is said t o have cost S3 10s. per ton of ironwork.
The Alexandra Bridge over the Chenab.1
The Ohio River Bridge, containing one span of 446 feet.2
The Des Noines steel viaduct.3
The last is an important structure on the Chicago and North
Western Railway, and is a double-track steel viaduct 2,685 feet i n
length. There is one 300-foot span in which the rails are 210 feet
above the water-level, and there are twenty-one spans of 75 feet
each, alternating with&-foot spans on the tops of the towers which
form the supports. The erection occupiedfromNovember, 1900,
to May, 1901. A view of thelongspanopeningisgiven
in
Fig. 3, Plate 7, which shows the staging upon which the girders
were erected. Eight bogies were provided, to run on tworails
1 3 feet apart from centre to centre, and upon these were
placed
two travellers or cranes, one on each side of the 300-foot span. No
staging was used for the smaller spans, which were erected by
means of thesetravellers. A platformwasprovidedunder
the
cranes 9 feet above therails,leaving
room for a passage-way
underneath, along which material was run out until i t could be
picked up by the cranes. The platform alno carried a windingengineand menwho worked the hauling-ropes. The travellers
were 50 feet high and were built up of three posts. Two booms
were fixed to the bottom of the frame-one horizontal and the
otherinclined.
The horizontal boom was 51 feetlong,was
designed to carry a load of 16 tons, and was always in a level
position but had a lateral movement of 30°, the radius being controlled by tackle connected to the top o f the frame. The inclined
boom was 90 feet long, was made to carry a load of 10 tons and to
swing through a vertical arc of 75", and had a horizontal swing
of the same range. The sideways movement of both booms was
controlled by ropes handled by men on the ground. The trolleyboom was used for erecting the girders of the smaller spans upon
the towers, and also forloweringmaterial
from the top of the
viaduct for the building of the towers. This material was then
set in place by the 90-foot inclined boom.
Many examples upon a small scale might be added.
1

a

Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. liv. p. 71.
l b i d , vol. lxiv. p. 358.
The Engineer, vol. xciv. p. 392.
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Thegreatgirderspans
of the Dufferin Bridge, 356 feet in
width, were likewise erectedupon staging ; hut here the permanent
girders intended for the smaller spans of the viaduct were used
as a temporary staging for the erection of the larger spans1
One consideration adverse to the use of staging for the erection
of girders is the heavy cost of the timberworkperton
of the
superstructure. But this will of course depend in each case upon
the actualcost of timber andof labour in thelocality ; and i n many
situationsthegreatersafetyand
convenience of erection will
compensate for the high cost of the staging.

In. GIRDERSTRANSPORTED
BY FLOITIXG
OUT.
The engineers of the Britannia Bridge transported each inner
span of the continuous tubular girderto its destinationupon floating
pontoons,from which the girder was then lifted into position;
and asimilarmethod
of transporthas oftenbeenadopted
in
situations where the great depth
of water or the nature
of the
bed would render the construction of staging excessively costly.
A girder bridge can be lifted in one piece if care is taken to lift
i t at the right points ; and as this method of floating out enables
the structure tobe put together ina safe place awayfrom floods or
drift, and ata low height, i t obviously possesses advantages.
It has been urged that the difficulty and risk of accident in the
use of fixed staging is here counterbalanced by the risk attending
the operation of floating out, and that it requires the services of
experienced bargemen accustomed to the handling of heavy craft
on rivers, which it is not always practicable to obtain. Another
alleged drawback is the large quantity of plant, such as pontoons,
tugs, etc., that is indispensable. I t may be said, however, that,
while in the case of a few spans the method may be not so advantageous as the use of the ordinary staging, in the case of a very
large work, or one in which many heavy girders are used, the
cost is well recouped.
The method of water-transporthasbeen
made
use
of in
various ways. Thegirders of theBritanniaBridgehadto
be
lifted from the pontoons ; but in later work the girder has been
carried a t such an elevation as to allow it to pass over the permanent piers of the bridge and to ‘be deposited upon them. The
ironwork is first riveted together upon a platform, which
is prepared i n some sheltered position, and is so placed that thepontoons
Minutes of Proceedings Inst. O.E.,vol. oi. p. 21.
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can be brought under the finished girder. A timber staging is
built upon the deck of the pontoons underneath the girder, and of
sufficient heighttocarry
i ta tt h e
requisiteelevation.
This
method, with some modification of details, has beenfollowed i n
the following notable instances :The Moerdyk Bridge in Holland, with fourteen 328-foot spans,
each weighing 445 tons, was carried upon two pontoons 115 feet
This bridge was built
long, 34 feet wide and of 3 feet draught.
a t a low elevation.’
The SyzranBridge over the Volga, withthirteenspans
of
363feet. Eachspanweighedabout
520 tons, andwascarried
upon seven barges : the top of the girder when afloat was 120 feet
above water.
TheHawkesburyBridge2in
New South Wales, with seven
spans of 410 feet. Here a single pontoon was employed and the
ironwork of each span wad built upon the elevated stage of the
pontoon, which was scuttled upon a gridiron a t about low-water
level. The rise of the tidewasutilized
to lift pontoon and
girders from the gridiron. The operation of raising and lowering
the girder through a small height is often effected by pumping
water from, or admitting it into, thepontoons.
A similar method was used a t t h e Niagara Bridge; and some of
the girders at the Tay Bridge were thus transferred, while others
were raised to their intended level by hydraulicpresses.
At the Niemen Bridge the spans were
themselvesconverted
into a sort of pontoon, the sides and ends being made watertight
for the purpose. The girders, 260 feet i n length, were built on
shore, and were launched out sideways. The side pressure of the
current in this case would probably be less than the pressure of
the wind on the staging and side of the girder in-the case of the
Byzran Bridge.
Pontoons have sometimes been used in quite a different way for
supporting the leading end of a girder during its transit across
the opening. The HooghlyBridgeon
the East Indian Railway
furnishes a notableexample of this method. The sidespans,
420 feet in length, were built upon the road-bed at the rear of
each abutment, and carried upon four-wheeled trolleys. When the
girders had been pushed forward about 75 feet, the weight of the
leading end was taken by the pontoon, and the span was hauled
across by capstans worked bysteam-engines.
1
2

Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. X ~ V .p 279, and vol. lxiii. p. 162.
Ibicl, vol. ci. p. 9.
* Ibid, vol. xcii. p. 73.
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The practice of converting girders into pontoons by boarding
up the sides might possibly be unsafe ; for a single weak joint i n
the temporaryplankingmight
cause the whole of thegirderwork to sink. But the
use of independent pontoons for floating
out is perhaps thecheapest way of erecting the girders of bridges.
To makespecial plant for transporting only a fewspansmay
involve disproportionate expense ; but if there is no great weight
in the girders, ordinarycraft, such aslighters or barges, can
generally be used for the work.

Ic. GIRDERS
ERECTED
BY PUSHING
OVER SIDEWAYS.
Thisplan is speciallyapplicable totherenewal
of girders
uponexisting bridges,where the traffic hasto bemaintained
without a break, or cannot be interrupted for more than an hour
or two a t a time. I n such cases the old structure is taken off the
piers in much the same manner that the new structure is put onthat is, by a sideways movement.
The method has been used very often, both in this country and
on theContinent, for therenewal of railway-bridges of both
small and fairly large spans; but i t is questionable whether such
an expensivemethodwas i n every case justifiable. The Author
is aware of an instance in which only one out of three main girders
showed any signs of weakness, or was considered to be deficient in
strength. In any such case,however, whetherthe cross girders
are weak or not, all must be removed and replaced ; and i t may
be questioned whether it would not be more economical to adopt
some other system of strengthening.
If the centre girder carries two lines
of railway, one on each
side, possibly one of the lines could be blocked while an additional
centregirderwas placed on the bridge. I n other cases girders
maybepropped
whileplatesareadded;and
by working i n
8-hour shifts, a continuous 24 hours’ work may be done i n one
day, say on Sunday, when the traffic is ata minimum.
The cost of the temporarystaginginthe
system of sideways renewal is relatively extremely heavy. Not only must the
staging be strong enough to carry the m i g h t of the new structure on one side, and of the old structure on the other side, but
it must also be stiff enough to withstand the rolling over and the
stresses due to the hauling-operations.
In busy districts, say for the renewal of a railway-bridge over
a city thoroughfare, the staging causes a considerable amount of
obstruction to the street traffic ; and if the bridge under renewal
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crosses a river or a canal, the supports of the staging in the water
or along the banks will be costly, and perhaps dangerous.
The advantages are the very slight hindrance to the traffic over
the bridge, and the probable immunity from delay in any part of
conthe operations. Of course, everystepmustbethoroughly
sidered beforehand. All tackle,winches,trolleys,chains,
and
ropes must be tested ; the staging must be well tied together ; and
every man engaged must have his allotted station and task : and
although i t is impossible tohave
anactual rehearsal of the
operation, yet all thatis possible in that way must be done.
One or two examples may be referred to:At theHernad Bridge,whichconsists
of two spans, each
82 feet in length, and carries the Oderberg and Kaschau Railway
over theriverHernad,
a platformwaserectedalongside
the
existingbridge,and
upon thisplatformthenewbridge
was
built at the proper permanent level, and about
20 feet from the
position i t would finally occupy. The trestle-work was continued
under the old bridge. Immediately after the last train had passed
over this bridge, eight
four-wheeled trolleys were run in under
the old beams and on thetop of the trestles, andthestructure wasraised by means of screw-jacks and placed upon the
trolleys. Four windlasses, withfour men a t each, nowpulled
the oldbridgetoone
side, whichdidnottake
more than 5
minutes, although the operations of lifting the bridge and placing
it upon the trolleys had occupied about 1 hour. Several stones had
now t o be fixed for the bearingof the new girders, which likewise
occupied about 1 hour; and the eight trolleys were
also moved
from underneath the old structure, drawn across the trestle-work
underneath the bridge, and then placed to carry the new bridge.
The windlasseswere
nextappliedtothelatter,whichwas
moved intoitspermanent
position in about G minutes. The
newgirder-workwas
thenlifted off the trolleysby means of
screw-jacks, and lowered on tothepermanent
bed-stones. The
testing of the new bridge was then immediately proceeded with,
and the renewalwas completed within about 4 hours from the
blocking of the line. The whole weight of thenewstructure
was about 90 tons.
The Lomna Bridge, of about 70 tons weight and 102 feet span,
took l 1 hours to renew. This, however, was due to the timberwork of the old bridge being i n a very bad condition.
ThePrater
Bridge on the
Austrian
State
Railway
near
Vienna, wasrenewed i n 1880. The new bridge,whichwas
for
two lines of rails, weighed about 350 tons, and was of 200 feet
span. It was built at the proper
level, but about 18 feetfrom
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its final position. The girders were of the bowstring type. The
new bridge was
carried, noton trolleys-which is the usual practice
with this type of renewal-but uponaset of live rollers, consisting of a number of cannon-balls arranged to run in a trough
formed by an H iron underneath, while an inverted channel iron
travelled on the top of them. The lateral movement of 18 feet
was effected by tackle worked by four men a t each of three windlasses, whichwere fixed on the movingbridgeitself.
It was
performed i n 20 minutes, and 25 minutes were occupied in the
lowering of the new structureon to its bearings.
The Tornocz Bridge is a single-line bridge carrying the railway
over the river Waag atTornocz. The old timber structure was replaced by an iron bridge which weighed65 tons, and thewhole was
moved 18 feet, from the temporary platform on to its permanent
bed, by four windlasses, each worked by two men, i n 11 minutes.
The ball-bearings first used in the Prater Bridge were used here
also with success.
The Delaware Bridge a t Trenton, New Jersey, hasa total length
of about 1,000 feet, and consistsof five spans, each being athrough
structure of three trusses. On the up-stream side of the centre
girder the bridgewas for highway-traffic, and on the down-stream
sideadouble-trackrailwaywascarried.
The piers andabutments wereextended on the down-stream or railway side by means
of temporary framing, and on these temporary extensions the new
centregirderand the new southern girder were erected. When
this portion wascomplete, rails were laid across it, and the railwaytraffic was diverted from the old lines to the new tracks. The
highway-trafficwas nextdivertedtoanadjoining
bridge. The
old southern girder was then removed, together with the old floor
and railway, and the new structure, consisting of centre girder
and new southern girder, with new floor and rails complete, was
s h e d across adistance of 18 feetintoitspermanent
position.
Rollers
and
hydraulic
jacks
were
used in
this
operation.
Thenewnortherngirderwasnext
erected by means of the
newcentregirder,but
close tothe latter.Whenthiswas
finished, it also was pushed over
into its final position, and the
floor was then added, and the renewal completed.

ID. GIRDERSERECTED
BY LIFTING
BODILY.
Many important bridges built within recent years have
been
erected bythis simplemethod.
It saves muchtroubleand
anxiety, and when put together the girder
is generallystrong
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enough to be handled by the usual lifting appliances : nevertheless, great care must be taken in
choosing the points for their
attachment to the girder.
A girder can rarelybe lifted for this purpose by its proper
bearings, the lifting-chains having generally to be attached somewhat
nearer to the centre of the span. I n this case of course pressure
is applied a t points where the girder has no special provision for
resisting it, and there will be a danger that somo parts of the
girdermay be subjected t o stresses for whichthey were not
designed. If a girder is lifted in the middle of its length, the two
ends form cantilevers, and in every member the stress is then in
the opposite direction to that for which it is designed.
Many girders are carried in one length on railway-trucks, and
may be seriously strained during the operationsof lifting them on
and off the wagons, even if they are not damaged by beingloaded
on the wagons on their sidesinstead of upright.Further,
if
loaded on two or more vehicles, suchagirderwillhaveto
travelaround curves,when the vehicles will follow the curve,
while the girder will
not. This may cause localdamage at the
points of support, or the girder may be bent many times during
arailway-journey of anylength.Theshaking
of the vehicles
endways during shunting or braking operations may also injure
the girders.
Much trouble is saved, however, by riveting up the girders in
one piece at the steelworks where theyare made; and it is practically certain that the riveting of the joints will be much better
done in the works yard, where hydraulio or pneumatic appliances
are athand, than it would be on site, even if a good staging were
provided for the use of the riveters and machine riveting were
employed.
The appliances designed for the lifting of girders have been of
variouskinds,andhavebeen
used in different ways. In some
very large bridges the iron superstructure of each span has been
broughttothe
base of the piers, or built there, and has been
raisedbodilyto
the requisiteheight.
Thusthetubes
of the
BritanniaBridge, 470 feet inlengthandweighing
1,587 tons,
were lifted 100 feet above the water by powerful hydraulic
presses
applied a t each end of the span. I n the same way each of the
455-foot spans of the Saltash Bridgewas lifted bodily to a similar
height, while the girders of the Crumlin Viaduct, in spans of 150
feet, were raisedthrough a heightof 200 feet by means of ordinary
crabs and pulley-blocks. The cost of erection in this last example
is said to have been 30s. per ton, exclusive of the cost of special
[TEE INST. C.E. VOL. CLVII. J
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tackle. Thegirders foratemporaryfootway
on eachside
of
London Bridgewereliftedinto
positionfrom
the deck of a
pontoon by winches carried upon the deck.
I n other cases the completed girder has been brought to the site
by railway at thetop, and then picked up and carried forward by
travelling cranes. I n this way the girders for the renewal of the
Meldon Viaduct were carried overthe rails of the old structure by
two travelling cranes and deposited upon their supports. A somewhat similarmethod wasfollowed in therenewal of the St. Pinnock
Viaduct.
Travelling cranes of very large dimensions were used for the
renewal of the land-spans of the railway-bridge a t Mayence (Figs. 4,
Plate 7). Here, each of the old 115-foot flood-spans was replaced
in 2 hours by a new span weighing nearly
80 tons. The bridge
wasoriginally constructedfor a singleline in 1862, and was
widened for an additionalline i n 1871. Thelarge river-spans
were strengthened i n 1901, and the following description refers t o
thirty flood-openings situated at theend of the river-spans.
The first scheme was to build upon a
scaffolding outside the
bridge a new spanA for each opening, and when this wasready it
was intended to move the span B, built in 1871, into the place C
of the old span dating from 1862, for whose reception in position D
anotherstaging outside the bridgewouldhave
been erected.
This scheme, however, was not carried out, as it was found impracticable to execute the necessary alteration of the stonework
during the short pauses of the traffic. It was then determined to
close one line entirely, and to work the whole of the traffic upon
the other, and this was done for the time of the reconstruction,
9 weeksbeingallowedfor
the removal of the thirty openings.
Two huge cranes were constructed, each of 40 tons lifting-power
and 60 feet spread, and made to straddle across both of the lines.
The rails supporting the cranes at ground-level
the
were laidupon
a staging of piles drivenintothe ground. Therailwaylines
being a t a height of 40 feet from the ground, the cranes had to be'
of considerable height. The smaller spans were handled by one
crane only; but for the spans of 117 feet, weighing 76 tons each,
the cranes were worked i n combination. The old spanswere
lifted bodily, both girders a t a time, from their bearings on to
railwaytrucks,and
the newspans, also complete,were lifted
from otherrailwaytrucksand
placed on their newbearings.
The total weight of the old structure was 600 tons, and of the
new structure 1,100 tons. The work of recopstruction was comm e n d on the 22nd May, and completed on the 19th July,1902.
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IE. GIRDERS
ERECTED BY PROTRUSION
OF A MOVABLE
TEMPORARY
STAGE.
It is perhaps only in the erection of a few very high bridges,
or where there is unusual danger from floods and drifting objects,
that this method will be of advantage. Generally, where girders
are protruded over the tops of piers, they form a part of the permanent structure, and will probably
be continuous in theirdesign.
It seems almost evident that it will not be economical to build
a temporary rolling girder merely i n order to erect a permanent
one. It might, however, under some circumstances, be an advantage where there were many spans to
be erected of a similar length
of opening. The temporaryrollinggirdermight
also be useful
as a crane for handling materials for building very
tall piers.
Perhapsthe most notableexample
is the RegoaBridge in.
Portugal, crossing the River Douro in one span of 263 feet, and
four spans of 1 6 2 feet. The height to the nndersideof the girders
was 84 feet from low water; and as the river is liable to sudden
floods; rising to a height of 72 feet, it was not considered advisable
to build a scaffolding from the bed of the river. A rolling stage,
about 322 feet in length and
13 feet deep, was therefore constructed,
on the principle of the Howe truss, to carry the material during
the erection. The stage was strengthened by a high trestle in the
middle of the length, with inclinedrods supporting theends. The
two trusses of the temporary stage were placed a t such a distance
apart that the
permanent structurecould be erected upon transverse
frames between them. The rolling girderwas first pushed forward
over twoof the smaller openings,and served as a stage for theerection of the first span. It was afterwardsmoved forward by winches
placed upon the piers; but the altering stresses tried the joints of
the frame, and timber trestles were erected to support
it. Two
such trestles were built under i t when the larger span of 263 feet
was reached.
The safe working-stress for temporary girders
is probably an
undeterminedquestion.
A higherstressisoften
allowed than
would be adopted for permanent work ; but the temporary girder
is subjected to shocks and to heavy wind-stresses, while on the
other hand, the material and workmanship may be less carefully
looked after than they would be in the permanent work.

IIA. CONTINUOUS
GIRDERS
ERECTED
BY ROLLISG
OUT.
The use of the continuous girder has given rise to its own advantageous manner of erection, that is, the protrusion or rolling
out of the girders over the tops of the piers fromeach end or
Q 2
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abutment of the bridge. From the following examples i t will be
seen how cheaply and economically this method of erection can be
carried out. I n fact, in some of the instances mentioned, so low a
figure as 28.6d. or 38. per ton was given as the cost of, theoperations. Some amount of special plant is required for the work ;
but, i f the bridge is of any magnitude, the cost of this is quickly
paid for, and, of course, the expense of staging is almost wholly
avoided.
Therearemanyadvantagesintheplan
of rolling over the
girders. Thus, the main work of constructing the girders can be
carried on in perfectsafety,and
with every convenience, in a
sheltered position on the bank, and this with greater
economy.
The actual operation of pushing over the girders is not attended
with any great expense; the plant can
be used over andover
again; and there is no limit to theheight a t whichthe work
can be done. The restrictions are that the girder must be of the
continuous class and of two or more spans, and the top andbottom
booms must be strong enough to resist bending when
the girder
is supported at any pointalong itslength; whilethelattice
sides must also have the strength necessary toresistbuckling,
thoughout the lengthof the girder.
One disadvantage is that the stresses in the metal of the booms
change veryrapidlywhile
the rollingisgoing
on, andthe
joints of t.he lattice bars are liable to be damaged from this cause.
The utmost care must therefore be taken to ensure that no part of
the permanent structure shall be injured by the strain. order
In to
prevent such injury, some amount of strengthening will often be
necessary, either by additional metalor bars, or by some temporary
stiffeningarrangement.
A veryusual method of stiffeningor
strengthening the girder temporarily during its passage over the
rollers, is toerect a trestle on the top of the girder,a t some distance
back from the projecting end, and to carry a tie
from the top of
the trestle to the leading end, and another to the rear portion. I t
is questionable, however, whether this is either so safe or so satisfactory an expedient as would be the placing of a little additional
metal in the flanges ori n the latticewebs of the girder. I n order to
relieve the severest stress upon the advancing girder, a temporary
projecting arm of lighter construction than the permanent girder
has often been added attheleadingend,
as, for example, a t
Stadlau and at the Tardes Viaduct.
A source of danger is that under certain conditions the weight
is unduly concentrated upon a small number of bearing-points, and
perhaps especiallyupon the front pairof rollers. I n order to remedy
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this defect a combination of rollers is sometimes made, and groups
of two or four can be mounted upon a rocking bar or beam, thus
ensuring, by the slight adjusting movement of the bar, an equal
distribution of the load over all the rollers mounted upon it. Such
balancing beams appear to have been used at the Da6 Viaduct and
also at the viaduct across the TardesValley.
Fordrawings of
5 , Plate 7) the
therollers used a t t,heTardesViaduct(Figs.
Author is indebted to Mr. G. Eiffel.
The rollershave generally beenmade of castiron,and of a
length equal to the width of the boom of the girder; but in some
cases theyhavewithadvantage
beenmade
shorter, and used
only immediately underneath the web or centre of the flange of
the girder. I n rolling over girders it is found that there is a considerable stress caused in thepier, tending to overturn it sideways.
This can be preventedentirely by carrying a tie back from the pier
inquestion and attachingit to the
windlass orcrabthat is producing
the motion of the girder.
Appliances of various kinds have been used for launching the
girdersforward.
Theyhave
sometimes beenhauled
over the
rollers by crabs or
windlasses fixed to the abutment, as in the
Fribourg Bridge ; while in other cases the rollers themselves have
beenmade
to rotateby means of leversandratchetgearing.
Among many continuous girders that havebeen rolled into position
without staging, thefollowing may be mentioned:The Fribourg Bridge,l in spansof 160 feet : here the projecting
girder was used as a crane for lowering the ironwork of the piers
by which it was ultimately to be supported.
The Stadlau Bridge1 a t Vienna, in five equal spans of 232 feet,,
the total weight being 2,100 tons. The cost of erection is said to
have been 1s. 8d. to 2s. 6d. per ton.
The Da6 Viaduct2i n Portugal, consisting of a central opening of
246 feet, with two equal side spans of 184 feet 6 inches.
The viaduct across the Tardes valley3 nearEvaux,havinga
central span of 328 feet and two side spans of 228 feet.
Wherever the method is used there is some liability to injury,
andinseveral
cases thegirdershave
receivedsome injuryin
the process.
Continuous-girder bridges can be made much
lighter thansinglespan girder bridges, and the additional metal necessary for carry-

*
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ing them over i n safety will probablynotequal
the difference
between theweight
of continuous
spans
andsingle
spans.
Generally it may be said that rolling over certainly requires more
minute calculations, and more care, than erection upon staging.

IIB.CONTINUOUS
GIRDERS
ERECTED BY VARIOUS MEANS.
It is perhapsunusualtoerectcontinuousgirders
upon a
complete timber staging, b u t examples of this plan are afforded
by the Znaim and Bordeaux bridges.
The superstructure of the Znaim Viaduct1 is 722 feet in length,
andcontainsabout
560 tons of iron. The cost of thestaging
amounted t o about 52,000, or S3 12s. per ton. For the Bordeaux
Bridge2 the cost is said to have been about S3 45. per ton of ironwork.
Other and quitedifferent methodshare been usedin thefollowing
examples :The side-spans of theIrwellViaduct
of threespans on the
Manchester Ship Canal were erected upon staging, and prolonged
by corbelling out until they met
at thecentre.
The approaches to the Forth Bridge (130 feet in height) include
fifteen spans of 168 feet, crossed by girders which are continuous
over two openings. The girders were built a t a convenient level,
and were then raised by hydraulic rams, while the building of the
piers was carried on simultaneously.
The separate spans of the Britannia Bridge wereraised in a
similar manner; and afterwards united over the piers.
The first erection of a continuous girder may have an important
effect upon thelater
stresses inthe
permanentbridge;tho
Britannia Bridge is an instance of this. The joints over the intermediate piers were made on site, but in order to make the continuity effective, the distant ends of one of thelengths being
riveted was raised to a certain height
in order that the required
initial stress should be developed over the pier when the end SO
raised was lowered to its final bed. As there was no staging in
the inner spans the tubular girder in that span was deflected by
its own weight. I n cases of erection on staging there is, of course,
no deflection due to dead load until the packings o n the staging
are removed.
The erect,ion of a continuous girder with end bearings on rock,
and intermediate supportson tall iron trestles, is a still more complicated problem if it is required to give due
effect to the continuity
.___
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of the girder. The vertical movement of the top of the pier due
to temperature variations will almost certainly nullify thecalculations made, if they are based on the assumption of an unchanging
temperature. This point has been noted and provided against i n
certain bridges by transforming the girders into cantilevers,
in
which cam there can be no ambiguity in the stresses and strains.
A l l these questions require therefore to be fully considered and
dealt with when a continuous girder is erected, whatever may be
the means of erection employed.

111. CANTILEVER
BHIDGES
ERECTED
BY BUILDING
OUT.
Some of the largest bridges in the
world have been built by
this method of erection on site. Costly scaffolding, which would
probablyinterferewiththenavigation
of riversunderneath
bridges, is not necessary; and, as Sir Benjamin Baker has
said
i n connectionwiththeForthBridge,the
workmenemployed
appear t o lose all sense of the height at which they are working;
so that there is littlefear of the work being scamped on account of
their timidity, Probably the
work will require to be more carefullysetoutandputtogetherthan
in the case of the st.aged
bridge, since it is necessary that an exact meeting shall takepIace
whenthe work comes together atthe centre of the span, or
wherever the connection is arranged to be made. But it has been
proved that it is by no means impossible to arrange this accurate
meeting, if sufficient precautions be taken to hold back and
in
position the different members of the structure. Much assistance
may be gained by a careful studyof examples already carried out,
in which all contingencies of temperature, wind and climate have
been provided for.
One of the earliestexamples istheEentuckyBridge,which
was first placed in position as a continuous girder of three equal
spans of 375 feet, and was then converted into acantilever bridge.
The history of this bridge, and the changes that were made i n
its construction, are matters which have already been discussed'
inthisInstitution.The
cost of erection is saidtohave
been
5 2 108. per ton.
The greatest of all examples is the Forth Bridge, whose construction has been described in Engineering2 and in Papers by Sir
Benjamin Baker.3

' Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. liv. p. 182.
Ibid., vol. xlix. p. 213.
See ale0 Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. cxxi. p. 309.
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IV. METALARCHES
ERECTED

BY

BUILDING
OUT.

Many fine ironorsteelarchedbridgeshaverecently
been
erected by building out from each abutment. It has been a novel
experience within the lastfew years to witness the growth of these
vast structures without the aid of the temporary staging formerly
used in the building of such bridges. The arched ribs have been
supported, during theprocess of corbelling out,by converting them
intotemporary cantilevers. This hassometimes been done by
making use of an upper horizontal member as a temporary tie,
as in the El Cinca Bridge in Spain, and again in the Rio Grande
Bridgeupon the Pacific Railway of CostaXica.
I n other cases
the arched rib hasbeen tied back bytemporarywire
cables,
carried over trestles and anchored
in the rear, as at the Douro
Viaduct and the arches of the St. Louis Bridge.
The El Cinca Bridge1 has a span of 230 feet, and the cost of
erection was about S2,000, or S8 17s. per ton. At Rio Grande the
braced arch has a span of 448 feet with two cantilever side spans,
the whole structure having a length of G85 feet. The cantilevers
having been built upon staging, and anchorod down, the arch was
constructed by corbelling out from each pier, and the top horizontal chordwasmade to act as a tie during the progress of the
work. Thegeneral form of the structure is shown i n Figs. 6,
Plate 7. The material for one-half of the structure was sent across
the ri-ver by means of an aerial cable-way.
The Douro arch2 hasa span of 525 feet and a height of 200 feet.
The St. Louis Bridge3 consists of a central arch of 520 feet span,
with two side-arches of 502 feet each. Along with the wire cable
system of temporary support, a wire-rope method of transport is
often used for carrying out the materialsof construction.
In every case the setting out and makingof the different pieces
must of course be very carefully performed, and it is essential,
in order to ensure the perfect fitting
of the different parts on
erection, that the initial measurements made for the work, and
also the dimensions of the constructed parts, should be absolutely
correct, so that a perfect meeting in the centre shall be accomplished. The example of theSt.LouisBridgemayserveto
illustrate this. In the side spans it was found that a difference
of level of 1 foot occurred when the two halves of the arched rib
met in the centre, even although great care had been taken at the
Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. Ixiii. p. 174.
Ibid., vol. Iriii. p. 177.
fibid., vol. lxiii. p. 175.
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beginning of the work to fix accurately the position of the ribs.
An unsuccessful attempt was made to bring the ends together by
causing alterations in the temperature of the ironwork, for which
purpose the ribs, which were tubular in section, were even covered
entirely with ice. This expedient failing to secure a satisfactory
junction, special meeting pieces had to be made. I t is interesting
to notice thatin one of the sidespans of this bridge,much
assistance was given to the meeting of the two halves by a cold
north
wind
that
opportunely
sprang
up
and modified the
temperature of the structure.

V. OTHERMODES OF ERECTION.
There still remain some specialmethods of erectionwhich
cannot be classed under the heads already dealt with.
I n the erection of arched ribs the expedient may be adopted of
pushing forwardatemporary
stageorgirder,
from which the
permanent bridge may be erected. By this means the advantages
of the method of protrusion are secured, and theexpense of a costly
staging is avoided.
The same expedientmay also beadopted for the erection of
single spans or discontinuous girders, although in the case of the
continuous girder, the permanent structure itself will probably he
used with greater advantage for its own means of support. The
method of erection with the aidof flexible chains and a suspended
platform is so convenient that many of the largest spans in the
world have been erected by this system.
The East Eiver Bridge of 1,600 feet span, with its heavy steel
cables and deep stiffening-girders and platform was erected by this
method, and the existing railway bridge at Niagara was built i n
the same way. If a wire of any strength can be slung across a
site of this kind, then from this wire it is possible, by gradually
increasing the strength of the cable, to erect any kind of stiff and
strong suspension bridge, and the heaviest stiffening-girders can
be, and have been, erected by these means.
As a general rule,a suspended platform is much more economical
than one built up by means of staging from below, and in many
situations where the height
is very greatit would not be practicable
to erect the latter kindof staging.
The Paper is accompanied by thirty-five sketches, and by four
drawings and one tracing, from which Plate 7 has been prepared.
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